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Top Taiwanese Cable Tie Manufacturer Serving the

Universal and High-end Industries
Jyh Shinn Plastic Co., Ltd. (TIE PRO-Taiwan) 

Quality Cable Tie Providers 高品質束帶廠

by Dean Tseng, Fastener World

As a leading company in the cable tie industry in Taiwan, Jyh Shinn has 40 years of 
experience in manufacturing and developing nylon cable ties, stainless steel cable ties, 
printed cable ties, security cable ties, Teflon cable ties, and metal detectable cable ties, etc. 
It is capable of plastic mold design as well as injection molding, and provides customized 
products in accordance with clients’ particular needs. It uses automated equipment to 
increase capacity and shorten lead time. Besides cable ties, it supplies wiring accessories 
including cable clamps, push mounts, wire ducts, cord end terminals, splicing connectors 
and OEM injection parts. The products are diverse and well-classified.

Supporting Universal and High-end Industries with 
“Standard” & “Specific” Cable Ties

Jyh Shinn’s standard nylon cable ties, suitable for standard environmental needs and  
providing easy tying and quick fastening, are widely used in various industries. Aiming to 
be the top professional of cable ties in Taiwan, Jyh Shinn is not restrained to just standard 
cable ties, and extends its business to cable ties made of special materials to support specific 
environmental requirement of high-end industries. It provides 4 featured special cable ties as 
follows.

(1) Heat-resistant nylon cable ties: As a counter-measure against high temperatures up to 
150°C, these can be applied on electric motors and engines.

(2) V0 fire-proof cable ties: These are highly noninflammable and generate very little 
smoke. They are widely used on white appliances and wiring in public areas.

(3) UV-proof cable ties: These are weather-resistant and present excellent endurance in 
outdoor environments.

(4) Acid/alkali-resistant cable ties: These are best-suited with applications involving 
chemicals of strong acid and alkali.

In addition, the company has rolled out new special cable ties this year, including:

(1) Metal detectable cable ties: In food manufacture, cable ties and other components 
used on production equipment could accidentally fall on food and end up in the mouths of 
consumers. To prevent this, the materials for cable ties must be detectable by metal detectors 
or be attracted to strong magnets, and that is where metal detectable cable ties come into play.

(2): Solar cable ties: Cable ties for the solar energy industries in Taiwan are mainly 
required to have UV resistance, but for overseas solar energy companies, besides being UV 

resistant, cable ties must be resistant to 
low temperatures because they will be 
covered in winter snow. This is where Jyh 
Shinn focused on when developing solar 
cable ties.

The “3 Noes” Quality 
Guideline Against Defects

Jyh Shin n’s customized ser vice 
includes tailoring to clients demand by 
producing products in their preferred 
colors, using special packaging, and 
hot stamping logos and serial numbers 
on cable ties. The products are fully 
compliant to RoHS and REACH in EU’s 
Directives and regulations on banned 
materials in California Proposition 65. 
Jyh Shinn says it takes a corporate policy 
of “No accepting, NO producing and 
No selling out the defective products” as 
well as a quality policy tailored to clients’ 
satisfaction. This is the top guideline for 
Jyh Shinn’s ISO quality system.

In t he begin n ing of  Yea r  2020, 
the number of Jyh Shinn’s clients has 
increased by 30% more than the past 
5 years, and its sales also increased by 
one fold in sales. Furthermore, it has 
successfully tapped into Latin America 
and India market. The future is bright for 
Jyh Shinn!

Jyh Shinn’s contact:  Lindsay Huang
Email: jsp1976@ms71.hinet.net

滿足一般與高端產業的台灣龍頭束帶廠-志信塑膠


